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Performance! Release 12.6323  
 
Flowserve is pleased to announce an interim release of Performance!, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features, enhancements done and bugs resolved in this 
release. 
 
New Products/Features/Enhancements 
 
1. Hydrocarbon Cavitation  
 
Compensation factors for hydrocarbons have been included in Performance!. Currently, 
the cavitation calculation is based on water as the fluid. These compensation factors will 
allow Performance! to calculate cavitation of actual hydrocarbon fluids used in the 
process. These new compensation factors have been automatically applied to pure 
hydrocarbons such as butane, propane, etc. For Clean crude oils, users can select 
Hydrocarbon-Clean Crude.  For all other hydrocarbons, please consult engineering.  
 

 
2.  Custom Import / Export Enhancement  – Shell Car mon Creek Project 
 
The Custom Import / Export option (Cust Imp/Exp dialog) has been enabled with options 
to upload and download valve records. These options are located below the Template 
button in same dialog. These options enable users to import and export valve records 
through secured file transfer protocol.  
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3. New feature to edit valve data before importing - Grid Editing Enhancement 

 
Performance! is enabled with functionality of reviewing and editing valve data before 
importing. The valve data can be reviewed and edited in the Fast Quote dialog. This 
dialog is invoked by using the Grid Edit button in the Valve Manager. The grid available 
in the Fast Quote dialog can be used to review/edit the valve data and then save the 
changes done.  
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4. Zones category for FM/CSA Certifications 
 
The Zones Category has been enabled for FM and CSA certifications. These zones are 
specified while creating a new valve/project or modify existing valve/projects. 
Previously, only Class, Divisions and Groups were enabled for these certifications.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Certificates Updated for Positioners:   

 
The certificates have been updated for positioners namely XL, BETA, Logix 500, Logix 
3200, Logix 3400 and StarPac 3. Now, users can select certificates available for these 
positioners.  
 
 
6. Addition of Fluid Types 
 
Standard fluids have been preloaded with fluid type options for pulp, hydrocarbon and 
oxygen service. These options appear when the fluid selection is made.  
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Issues Fixed 
 
Issue # 0009169, 0013943, 0013777, 0014214, 0012052, 0014036, 0014217, 0014263, 
0014028, 0012713, 0014198, 0012708, 0013015, 0011920, 0013093, 0013708, 
0013703, 0012047, 0012135, 0014123, 0013755, 0013515, 0014208, 0014102, 
0014101, 0013357, 0014164, 0010802, 0013532, 0013732, 0013863, 0003641, 
0014103, 0014100, 0014067, 0014008, 0013931, 0013734, 0013683, 0010359, 
0009330, 0014343, 0012568, 0014355 
 
The summary report of issues is given below: 
 
Application Updates 
 
0009169 - Hydrocarbon Cavitation: Compensation factors for hydrocarbons have 
been included in Performance!. Previously, the cavitation calculation was based on 
water as the fluid. These compensation factors now allow Performance! to calculate 
cavitation of actual hydrocarbon fluid used in the process.  
 
0013943 - Simple Liquids, Noise: Performance! is now able to calculate the 
approximate noise values for Simple Liquids even if the vapor pressure is zero. The 
calculated noise can be viewed in the Detail Noise dialog. 
 
0013777 - Flashing velocity: With water as fluid, Performance! displays ‘Flashing’ in 
the Velocity fields if it is flashing and when its calculated velocity is greater than 1500 
ft/s. Previously, the Velocity fields used to display the numerical value of velocity.   
 
0014214 - Fluids override: The fluid overrides done for the vapor pressure in Sizing 
screen and for the molecular weight (condition level) and specific gravity (condition 
level) in Detailed Miscellaneous Information dialog are now kept intact. Earlier, these 
changes would be lost once the user comes out of the corresponding dialogs.  
 
0012052 - Vapor pressure difference: A user reported that vapor pressure displayed 
in printed spec sheet was different from the one displayed in the Detail Calculation. This 
issue is resolved now and same vapor pressure is displayed on both reports. 
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Linear Valve Improvements 
 
0014036 - Multi Z, Wrong Stroke: A user reported that Performance! was not able to 
calculate correct stroke for a 2 inch Multi-Z valve. This issue has been resolved. 
 
0014028 - FlowTop, process condition: A user informed that the process condition 
point 5 was mismatching with the curve on the detailed information sheet. This issue 
has been resolved and the point is plotted properly on the curve.  
 
0014103 – Spring forces, VL Cylinder/CavControl: For a VL Cylinder with CavControl 
trim at Fail Open action, Performance! was not able to calculate correct spring forces for 
close to open stroke position. This issue is resolved and now correct spring forces are 
calculated. 
 

0014067 - Valtek valves, Actuator Sizing: A user reported that for Mark One and Mark 
Six valves with Air failure and Tight Shutoff configuration, auto sizing of actuator was 
not happening. The user needed to manually select the actuator size, spring size and 
volume tank. This issue is resolved now.   
 
0013734 - Cv reload: Whenever Cvs change due to change in trims size or other fields, 
a button ‘Cvs Reloaded’ is displayed on the Sizing screen. On clicking this button, the 
Please Check Size Overrides message box is displayed which informs the user about 
the Cv changes. Users can either remove the Cvs Reloaded button from Sizing screen 
or retain it by using this message box.  
 
0012135 - Mark-One-X, Trim number: A user reported that after changing the trim 
number for Mark One-X 6x4 inch valve, the trim number reverted to previously selected 
trim number. This issue is fixed now. 
 
0012047 - Mark-One-X, Flow Curve: For a Mark One-X 6x4 valve, flow curve on spec 
sheet was not matching with the Cvs selected. This issue has been fixed. 
 
0013015 - Survivor, Spec sheet: A user reported that the printed spec sheet was not 
showing correct size of a selected Survivor valve. The size in this case was 14 inch and 
spec sheet was showing valve size other than 14 inch. This issue is resolved and 
Performance! displays correct size on spec sheet.  
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0012708 - Refreshing issue, Specification:  While changing the valve model from 
Mark One to Mark 100, the body material and other parameters in the Performance! 
Specification screen were not displayed. This refreshing issue has been taken care of. 
 
0014198 - Mark One, Missing sizes: Mark One size 30 inch and 36 inch product 
definition has been updated for Villach Site. Earlier, these product definitions were 
missing in Performance!. 
 
0014237 - TotalFlow, Template Rule: For a TotalFlow ANSI valve, Performance! 
displayed A105 as the body material even though it was rule blocked. This issue has 
been resolved. 
 
0014123 - MegaStream, Multi-Stage Retainers: A user reported that Performance! 
allowed selection of 416 SS and 440C SS retainer materials for Multi-stage 
MegaStream. These materials can be used only in case of single-stage MegaStream 
retainers. This issue is resolved now.  
 
0014208 – Mark One, Size Jump: A user reported that for Mark One valve, the valve 
size jumped from 2 inch to 0.75 or 1.0 or 1.5 inch. This issue is fixed now. 
 
0012568 - Valve Stroke, Linear Valve: A user reported that Performance was showing 
the valve stroke in degree although the valve was linear.  This was happening when the 
valve type was changed from from rotary to linear. This issue is fixed now. 
 
 
Rotary Valve Improvements 
 
0010359 - MaxFlo 3, RTJ: For MaxFlo 3 valve, the RTJ value has been assigned to 
Flange Facing attribute. Previously, this value was available in the End Connection 
Type attribute.  
 
0013931 - Flow Curve, CPT Worcester: A user informed that flow Curve was not 
displayed properly on the data sheet. This issue is resolved.  
 
0013732 – RG actuator, model code: The model code has been updated for the RG 
actuator with the Sandwich Declutch Gbox option selected in the Handwheel attribute.  
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0013755 - Performance! Crash, Torex TX DIN: A user reported that Performance! 
crashed while sizing NAF’s DIN Torex TX valve. After crashing, Torex TX values were 
reset to ANSI. Also, the process conditions, pipe size, pressure class changed after the 
crash. This issue is resolved now. 
 
0014355 – Xfz, Rotary Valve: The Xfz values for certain rotary valves were not being 
calculated correctly and hence they impacted the liquid noise calculations. This issue 
has been resolved. 
 
0012713 – TMCBV, Body Material Selection: A user reported that temperature limits 
were not updated for TMCBV body materials. As a result, some materials were getting 
rule blocked for selection. This issue has been resolved and temperature limits for 
TMCBV body materials have been updated.  
 
 
Accessory/User Interface Updates 
 
0009330 - Remote mounted Logix positioner: The Logix positioners with remote 
mounting options have been added to Performance!. The remote mounting is now 
available in Performance! and has been validated and tested properly.  
 

0010802 - PM15/PM15E eliminated, Apex W7000/W8000 added: Apex W7000 and 
W8000 positioners have been added to Performance! and PM15 and PM15E 
positioners have been removed from it. 
 
0013532 - Apex 4000/5000/6000 eliminated, Apex 7000/8000/9000 added: Apex 
7000, 8000 and 9000 positioners have been added to Performance! and Apex 4000, 
5000 and 6000 positioners have been removed from it. 
 
0014008 - Performance! Crash, Printing: A user reported that while printing a valve 
record, Performance! was always crashing. This issue is resolved now. 
 
0013683 - Transition between Specification screen and Valve Manager: A user 
reported that the transition between Specification screen and Valve Manager was taking 
too long. The user was getting slow speed while importing valve records from the other 
sites. This issue has been resolved now. 
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0003641 - Publisher, Performance! Install/Update: While installing or updating 
Performance! application, the update/install window now displays Flowserve as the 
verified publisher. As a result, the users are ensured about the trustworthiness of the 
application.  
 
0013357 - SFTP function: Performance! now enables secured file transfers between 
local system and the customer’s FTP servers. This functionality is available in Cust 
Imp/Exp dialog and allows the users to upload and download files. 
 

0013863 - Project settings, Valve Settings: Performance! now enables the Valve 
settings to be inherited from the Project settings. In other words, when a valve record is 
created under the same project, the Project Settings such as approval type, explosive 
atmosphere, division and so on are automatically populated in the Valve settings.  
 

0014100 - FM/CSA Zones: The Zones Category has been enabled for FM and CSA 
certifications. Previously, only Class, Divisions and Groups were enabled for these 
certifications.  
 
0014101 - Custom Import, Grid Editor: The Custom Import functionality has been 
enhanced by including a grid that allows the users to view and edit data prior to 
importing it into Performance!. This is enabled by using the Fast Quote dialog which is 
displayed if you click the Grid Edit button in the Valve Manager.  
 
0013515 - Logix 3000, Spec Sheet: A lot of double line numbers with different 
attributes were displayed on the spec sheet when Logix 3000 series positioner was 
selected. This issue is resolved and the spec sheet shows only valid values against the 
attributes. 
 

0013093 - Positioner Selection, Mark One: For Mark One valve, Logix 3000 
specifications were added always even if user selected any other positioner or none. 
The user also reported about getting the certification violation messages. This issue is 
resolved. 
 
0011920 - XL Positioner, 3-15 psi signal: A user reported that he was unable to 
specify XL positioner with 3-15 psi signal. He could specify this signal only after he 
selected the Block Spec in Rules check box. This issue is resolved and now user can 
specify 3-15 psi without blocking spec in rules. 
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0014164 - Performance! Update Message: The wordings for update message have 
been changed. This message is displayed when you update Performance! to a higher 
version.  
 

0013708 - Painting label, Spec Sheet: The Painting label has been included in the 
valve data sheet/spec sheet. It is now displayed at line # 49 in spec sheet. 
 

0013822 – Logix 510SI, Certification Violation: A user reported that he was able to 
select Logix 510SI positioner with explosion proof certification although the positioner is 
not certified for explosion proof. This issue is resolved and now if Logix 510SI positioner 
is selected with explosion proof certification, Performance! displays the certification 
violation message.  
 
0014343 - Packing, Pressure/Temperature plot: The pressure temperature plot has 
been enhanced to display the name of the condition(s) as per user’s input. Also, if there 
are duplicate process conditions, the new PT plot displayed those conditions in one 
color. In case the Pressure/Temperature exceeds the level, the user is notified with the 
‘Out of range’ text.  
 

 

 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 


